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Introduction

Dung my first year as a teacher, the fa members held an

election j.o select a bargaining representativ b* until that time-the

terms of the teaching contract had been deCided between the school

administration and a faculty "senate." Some dissatisfaction With

salaries and 'working conditions hat developed, however, a

grbup of teachers requested that the state conduct a representation

election. It turned out to be a bitterly fought contest between the

National Education Assoeiatioe) (NEA) and the American Federation

of Teachers (AFT). Fortunately, rkyas'on the winning sideand even-,

tually became a state officer and lobbyist for the organization se-

lected as the bargaining representative. I mention these facts list the,

reader assume that mine is purely an academic interestsin teacher

collective bargaining. Thus, while this fastback is based on recen't re-

.
search and is intended to be an objective description of the present

status of collective bargaining in, education, it inevitably bears the

imprint of my early experience. ,4
---

, The organization of this fastback is simple, followihg chrona=

logically the major steps in the collective bargaining process. The

fastback begins with a chapter on the recognition and Certification of

teachers unions. Next is a chapter on the scope of bargaining,

foctising on the range of subjects tat can be bargained betweert

teachers and the school lioard.'Following that is a chapterorltiiebar--

gaining process that attempts to describe.what actually happens at

the bargaining table. Next is chapter on the methods used to

resolve bargaining Impasses between the parties. The, final chapter ,

describes grievance procedures used-to enforce the'collective bar-

, gaining agreement. But, before moving to these topics, the reader

,may find the following brief delcciption of the legal status of educa-

tional collective bargaining to be helpful.

5
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When Congress passed the major pieces of modern labor legisla-- tionthe 'National Labor Relations Act of 1935, the Fait labor Stan-dards Act of 1938, and the Taft-Hartley Act of 1947government
workers at all levels were excluded from coverage. This is really nbtsurprising, because at the time these laws were enacted publicemployees, including teachers, were a small part of the labor forceand were n9Vwidely organized into units pursuing collective bar- e,gaining obfectives. Since then, however, many factors ave changed. ""The number of public employees has grown tha atically, greatlyoutstripping the growth rate of the nation's poPula 'on. Today apeproximately 15 million workers in the United States c Ilect their pay- /checks from a government employer. That re ents one out ofevery five workers. Moreover,

government workers are now much,' better oiganized than they were three or four decades ago. Labor
organizatiops.abound today, and in sortie areas and in some occupa-tions have succeeded in attracting most government woikeTs intounions. Teachers are a prime example: Eighty percent at the publicelementary and secondary level are now members of either the NEA,-which has about 1.7 million members, or the AFT, with about 400,000merptiens. And the public employees unions are considdrably moremilitant than itthe past, even going so far as to virtually close downsome state governments for short periods.

Despite these trends, no legislation has been passed by Congressto govern collective bargaiOing for public employees. Collectivebargaining for federal workers has been permitted by a Presidential'executive order, but the governance of 14bor relations for state andlocal Isrnployees has been left entirely to the states. Predictably, the50 states have developed incredibly divers/ways of handling thisregulation. With i'eferetfce to collective bargaining for teachers, thestates can be roughly divided into three categories. About 20 statesstill have no laws granting teachers the right lo discuss workingconditions with school boards. It is generally'held in these states,however, that in the absence of an express statutory prohibition,
`school boards may negotiate with teacher representatives. However,I the Virgipia Supreme Court recently struck down all collectivq bar-gaining agreements by units of local governments on the groundsthat the legislature had not authozed such agreements. About 15states have laws requiring school boards to "meet and confef" withteacher repreSentatives. The rights of teachers in these state; are
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quite limited; the school43oard
usually establishes the agenda and

there are no impasse resolution
mechanistns such"as

fact-finding or

arbitration. The remaining statesabout 15,-have attempted to deal

with the question in a somewhat comprehensive fashion. Mahy have

laws which jrescribe the selection of exclusive bargaining repre-.

sentatives, the issues. that the school boards must negotiate with the
-

teachers, and the procedures for impasse resolution.

This patchwork
approach to teachers collective bargaining Has

spawned support, for a federal law governing the lab-tir relations-7M

state and local employees. Backers of such a federal law descrit the

need for a stable, legal relationship
between labor and management ,Cic

in the publiqector:This
stability has not been achieved, because of

the inconsistencies in collective
bargaining laws among the states as

well as the constant
changes in these laws. Proponents of a federal

law cite the exemplary record of the federal govRrnment and its em-

ployees, based on uniform and very stable provisions goiterning

labor relationships in the fecteral4ervice.bpponents of such a law

argue that it would be
unconstitutional, based on a 1976 decision of

the U.S. Supreme Court in-National
League of Cities v. Us.ery, which

held that Congress Had exceeded its
constitutionatauthority in 1974

when it extended the minimum wage and maximum hour provisions

'of the Fair Labor StandardsAct tostaL9and local governmentalwork-

ers. But even if a federal collective bargaining law for public,em-

ployees were within the authority of Congress, its opponents argue

that it would be unwise from a policy standpoint. They point out the

unfortunate results of federal incursions into other areas and say that

a federal.l.iw would stifle the efforts by theififes to deal with the dif-

ficult issues of public worker collective bargaining
in novel and po-

tentially more effective ways. Several bills establishing federal

standards for state and local collective bargaining have already been

introduced in Congress. Todate, sufficient support for such bills has

not materialized. But wit the increasing
political clout ofpublic ern-..

ployees unions, most of which support a federal law, such a law may

eventually emerge from Capitol Hill.

Until then, however, the legal .issues of Phblic employees

collective bargaining are priniarily-a matter of interpreting and ap-

plying state statutes. Under our legal-system these questions are

within the purview of the state courts. Frequently, however, collec-

tive bargaining disputes occur
involving a claim, such as free'speech,

7



arming out of the U.S. Constitution. TI-reSe kin of disputes can beresolved by the federal courts and ultimately y the U.S. SupremeCourt. Accordingly, in the pages that follow, while the principalemphasis will be on the elements of teacher collective bargaininosdetermined by the state legislatures and state courts,.attentiori willalso be paid to fedetal constitutional
principles that affect laborrelations in the. public schools.

Let me explain a few terms. Although there once was a sillyserlsantie dispute about whether teachers engaged in "professional'-negotiatiorfs" or "collecavesbargaining," these terms will be usedsynonymously in this fastback "Management' refers to the board ofeducatidn and the
administration. "PERB"is%n'-ac-ronym for, publicemplprent relations board. This is an agency established by manystates to administer the public employee collective bargaining law.While the actual title of this agency may vary among the states, forthe purpose of simplicity each such agency will be referred to as aPERB. "union" will be used often to describe teachers or-ganizations; it is applied equally to affiliates.of both theNEA anddieAFT.

8
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,Recognition and Certification of Teache Unions

Teachers, like employees in the private sector, have a constitu-

tiOnal,right to organize andselect representatives. Where More than

-one such, organization -exists, however., as is almost invariab'y the

case'in schools today, the. problem arises as to which organization

should represent the teachers at the bargaining table. Certainly the

teachers would not be satisfied/ if the school board 'arbitrarily ,

selected one teachers group. over the others for bargaining pur-

poses. Minnesota attempted to solve this problem by requiring that

the teacher bargaining "team" be composed of representatives-

f rom the rival teachers unions in propoOlion to thenumber of faculty

members belonging to each union. This arrangement proved

unsuccessful when the teacher representatives argued more with

each other than with the school board. The more conventional-

methodcat least in those states which endeavor to provide teachers

with adequate collective
baNaining rights, is to allow the school

board to recognize one teachers union as the exclusive bargaining

representative for the teachers. If there is sufficient dissatisfaction

with the board's choice, the teachers can usually petition the state -

PERB, which will then conduct a representation election. (In non-

PERB states, a private organization like the American Arbitration

Association may conduct the election.) The school board is usually

required tobargain in good faith with the teachers organization cer-

tified by the PERB as the winner of such an election.. -

The Exclusive Bargaining Representative

. The policy of allowing teachers to select an exclusive bargaining

representative has raised a number of legal problems. For the

representative selected, this recognition or certification normally
..

9'



carries with it a nuriTher of collateral privileges in addition to sitting at
the bargaining table These privileges resulted in a recent lawsuit in
Memphis, Tennessee.' The school board had recognized the
MeMphis Education Association (MEA), to which 90% of the system's
teac'hers belonged, as the exclusive' bargaining representative. As
such, the MEA was permitted to use the school mail service, faculty
mailboxes, school bulletin boards, payroll deduction for member-
ship dues, and school facilities foi meetings. The Memphis Ameri-
can Federation of Teachers (MAFT), claiming about 5% of the
system's teachert as members, sought but was denied the same
privileges. The MAFT filed suit alleging that the school board's re-
fusal to grant it the privileges enjoyed by the MEA was an abridg-
ment Of the MAFT's freedom of speech as well as a denial of equal
protection The federal district court rejected the free speech claim
but agreed that the MAFT members had teen denied equal
protection. The district judge ordered the school board to allow any
teachers organizatiop with membership exceeding 225 (MAFT had
about. 300 members) to have the same collateral privileges as the
4EA The school board appealed the U.S. Court of Appealjj Sixth.

Circuit, which reversed the lower court. The Sixth Circuit hqld that
the school board needed only a rational basis to justify the denial of
collateral privileges to MAFT. It found a rational basis in the school
board's desire to promote tabor peace and stability by providing only
the exclusive bargaining representative with school facilities and
services [Memphis American Federation of Teachers v. Boae.d of
Education (1976)) The same outcome was reached in similar suits in
Delaware, Colorado, and Connecticut.

The need for tabor.peace in public education has also been used
to support the claim by an exclusive bargaining representative'm a
Nevada school district that a rival, teachers organization should not
be permitted to solicit members on school premises. The bargaining
representative argued it had an "exclusive use" agreement with the
school board that barred a competingorganization from conducting
membjership drives inside, the school. 'The rival organization
asseried that such ar interprethion of the "exclusive use" provision
would be an infringernerit of equal protection. The Nevada Supreme
Court affirmed the interpretation of ':.exclusive use" advanced by
'the bargaining representative and held that such an interpretation
was consistent with a "compelling governmental interest', in labor.



peace (Clark Couitty Classroom Teachers Association v. Clark

Copnty School District (1975)1.

The U.S. Supreme Court, however, was not persuadedsby the

"labor peace" argument in a 'case decided recently Madison
Teachers Inc. (MTI) was the exclusive bargaining representative for

teachers in Madison,`Wisconsin4TI had proposed a contract

containing a section requiring "agency fee" 'paymentsequal to

MTI duesfrom teacher; who were not MTI members. The agency

fee was designed to force nonunion teachers to bear a part of the

, collective bargaining costs. Before bargaining had been concluded,

'Al Holmquist, a nonunion teacher oppbsed to the agency fee

proposal, appeared over the objectjon of MTI at a.i:egular public

meeting of the school board. He reported to the board the results of

an 'Informal survey showing that many Madison teachers were

opposed to agency fees and urged that consideration of the pro-

posal be postponed for a year pending study by an objective panel.

He spoke for approximately 21/2 minutes. MTI filed an unfair labor

practice complaint with the state PERK alleging that, by permitting

Holmquist to speak on an issue under negotiation, the hoard had

. violated MTI's rights as exclusive bargaining representative. The

board responded by asserting that Holmquist had a citizen's right

through the freedom of speech clause of the U.S. Constitution to ,

address the board at a public meeting.

' The ,case ultimately reached the U.S. Supreme"Court. When MTI's

attorney told the Court that the suppression of Holmquist's free
speech was necessary to prevent danger to labor peace,'one Justice

. responded: "What danger?" This attitude pervaded the Court's

decisidre It held that even if danger to labor peace might "in some

Circumstances" justify the suppression of a teacher's right to address

; the school board, the facts in this case did not prove that any substan-

naldanger existed. In the Court's view,Holmquist was not "negotiat-

ing". with the board, as MTI asserted. The Court noted that

o Holmquiv did not hold hirliself oin. as the representative of any

group that authorized him to bargain on its behalf Accordingly, the

Court could not construe Holmquist's speech as "negotiating" in a

way that would Materially' interfere with TATI's exclusive right to

. enter into a collective bargaining agreement with the board (Madi-

son Teachers Inc. v. Madison Board of Education (1976)].



I
s- The Madison Teachers Inc, case could haN7e significant repercus-sions for publit employee

colleftive bargaining. The Court held, ineffect, that even in those saes like Wisconsin that provide forcertification 13f an exclusive bargaining
representative, nonuhion or

,. dissident employees have a constitutional right to address manage-ment on issues currently being negOtIated. In educatton, where the.i, rivalry among teachers unions is'often'fierce, the impact of this casema's, be even more dramatic. If the teacher organization that is notthe bargaining representative is displeased with the' proposalsadvanced by the majority organization, It is now free to inform_theschool board of, among' other things, the reasons for rejecting thebargaining representative's proposals4 well as the numericalstrength of teacher opposition to the proposals. This may allow.theboard to gauge the degree ofteacher disunity and, to apprtach thebargaining table with the upper hand. Sophisticated combgants ineducational collective bargaining may argue that schoolboards havealways been able to obtain data on teacher disunity from friendlyteachers, so the Supreme Count decision will really not changemuch. Only experience will tell us if this case will have a majqrimpact. It should be noted, hoWever, that....the Supreme 'Cart
ciim)declined to hold that the, intenance of "labor peace" could neverbe invoked to suppress sident teachers' communication*ith theschool' board. It found that the facts in this particular case did notjustify such suppressjon. This, of course; leaves open the possibilitythat if' sometime in the future open dialogue between dissidentteachers and the school hoard seriously disrupts the rights of the'exclCisive bargaining representative, the courts may sanction somelimited curtailment of the dissident techers' right.to speak to theboard.

's Because "closed shop" or "union shop" arrangements ire notpermitted in the public sector, there are almost always members ofhe'faculty who, like Holmquist, d9 not belong of pay'dues to theunionseletted as the exclusive bargaining representative. Nonethe-less, as members of t e faculty, these teachers are entitled to bene-fits secured by the barg ning representative.. That is, as a corollary toits- statb,s eas excluyve rgaining representative; the dominantteachers,union is compelled to represent and protect teacklers'who
arcs members of rival unions and teachers who are' members of nounion. This situation, points up two additional issues. The first is the.
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legality of the "gency fee" arrangement discussed briefly above in
connection with the Holmquist case The second is the effort to
define the "duty of fair representation- owed by the bargaining
iepreseptativb?t,o all teachers. . ,

,

Agency Fee
. .

An";Agency fee,- sometimes 4alled 'fair share," is a monetary
charg,4gainst teachers not belbnging tp the union that is domg the
bargairtirtg. It may be equivalent to full dues and is charged even if a
teacher is paying dues to _a rival union. Sixteen states and the District
of Columbia currently have lai.ks permitting agency fee agreements..
It is generally held that such agreements are illegal in the absence of
specific statutory authOrization.

The rationale for the agency, fee is that all persons benefiting frqm
collective bargaining should share ayart of the considerable cost of
bargaining and handling grievances. Moreover, if, a teacher is
allOwed to enjoy, almost all the be its of union status without

'having to join or pay dues to the unio , teachers will have no incen-
tive to join As the cost of collective bargaining increases, with a
corresporMi*ng rise in union dues, more and more teachersmay be
tempted to accept the fruits of the unioil'sbdrgaining efforts without
joining the onion. Without the agency fee, union supporters sa1. that
union strength yv ill eventually dissipate, as fewer and fewer members
provide financial support for increasingly complpii and costly union
responsibilities.

Qpponents of the agency fee arrangement don't accept this
scenario. They argue that if the unions are doing an effective job of
representing teachers an adequate number Will be voluntary, dues-
paying members. Compulsory dues'payrnents for the nonmembers,
on the other ha'n"'"d, generate distrust and in the long run may have;
more detrimental effects on the union than, a *stem of purely
volunta6, dues payment. Furthermore, because a portion of the
agency fee goes to nonbargarning activities such as lobbying and
political contributions, nonunion teachers.through the payment of
the agency fee may be forced to provide financial support for
political causes and candidates they oppose.

An experience in Michigan highlights many of the issues rega;d-
ing agency fees. In 1969 the Detroit Federation of Teachers and the
Detroit Board of Education entered into a contract containing a pro-.

13 14



vision for the payment of agency fees by nonunion teachers Some

four years later the Michigan SOpreme Court, held that agency fee

agreements were illegal because the legislature had not authorized

such agreements The IrIgisKitu re quickly responded by passing a law

it specifically permitting
school boards to enter into agency fee agree-

ments. Beginning in 1973. some 600 nonunion
teachers in Detroit

refused to pay the agency fee and filed suitagainst bdth the union

and the school board. The nonunion
teachers were-allowed to retain

their join pending the final resolution of the case The dissident

teachers argued that
compulsory financial support for the union's

activities violated their freedom of speech and association as guaran-

teed by the First Amendment Some of the force was taken out of this

argument in early 1976 when the Michigan legislature amended the

agency fee law by requiring the unions to refund to nonunion

teachers any portion of fheir fees which may have gone for political aks

causes. Nonetheless, the',case west all the way to the U.S. Supreme

Court, where the nonunion teachers argued that, notwithstanding

the refund provision, the agency-fee,ts unconstitutional because all *"

union activity, even bargaining, is political in nature and state-

tompelled support for such political activity is prohibited by the First

Amendment
a decisidn dated May 23.1977. the Supreme Court held that the

First Amendment was not violated by an agreement requiring

nonunion teachers to pay fee to defray union expenses for roller-

rive bargaining. contract administration, and grievance procedures,

however, a nonunion meinher-cannot be compelled to pay, for

ideolOgicaLcausos hot pertinent to the union's duty as a collective

bargaining agent._These ty pes orumon activities, such as support of

political candidale'S', must be paid by,people who are not forced to

dq.,0y,,the threat that they will lose their teaching lobs. The Court

con're;ited that it is not always easy to draw a line between a union's

crillective bargaining activities and Its ideological causes, but noted

that the distinction may become clearer in the future fAbood v.

Detroit Bo'ard of Educatioe 11977)1

.
.Duty of Fair RIpresentalion

As a condition to the right of exclusive representation, unions

have the duty to represent fairly all persons within the bargaining

14 1 '0



unit. That is, beau a unidnis status
as excl ive bargaining

agent

severely
curtails. the in ividual teacher's ability\to represent himself

on matters of Wages a d working conditions,
the union is not

permitted to favor one grow or perso overothers in the same bar-

gaining
unit. This

applies to e unioTs
behavior at the bargaining

table as
well as to its handlin of teachers'

grievan'ces.
Precisely

defining the"dutyof fair representton,"
however, is adifficult task.

Two recent cases illustrate
this- point:-,

.,.

The first case again involves
the Detroit Federation.of

Teachers,

which
agreed to a two-year contract that- raises' egular teachers'

salaries in both years
but raised

the pay of emer envy substitute

teachers in the second year only. An
emergency su stitute filed suit

alleging
'that this disparate treatment

constituted 'a
breach of the

union's duty of fair representation.
A Michigan

cOmrt upheld
the

contract.
It noted that a union must

have broad
dikretion in con-

sidering proposals
and in

recommending a combination
of contract

provisions
that in its judgment represents

the best total agreement.

Accordingly, to
avoid utter

chaos in labor relations
and to keep the

interventions
of the

courts to a minimum, a breach ofthe duty of fair

represent5tion
is proved

only when
there is "a showing of bad faith,

arbitrary or 'discriminatory
action; or fraud"..AMcGrail

v. Detroit

Federation
of Teachers (1973)1.

.

The,Rhode
Island Supreme Court reached somewhat

different

result in a' very interesting
and widely

discussed case
involving a

union's duty of fair representation
while handling teachers' griev-

ances In the summer of 1972 the Warwick, Rhode Island, school

board posted a ,vacancy`notice for the position of chairman
of the

high school business department.
The vacancy

was a "promotional

position" that,.according
to-the union/board

contract,
was to be

filled on the basisof qualifications;
but if thepualifications

of two or.

more
candidates were

considered
equal, the job would go to the

person
with the most seniority in the Warwick

school system,
After

reviewing the qualifications
of the four, applicantsfor

the position,

the school board appointed
Richard

Belanger. An unsuccessful

applicant,
Arthur Matteson,

who had more Warwick senTority,
than

Belangec,
filed a grievance

with the unioelhe union pressed,

Mattesort/s
grievance

all the, way to binding arbitration,
where, a

panel of three arbitrators
held 4hat-Matteson

should have been

selected
for the position.

After a year as department
chairman,

" 16



Belanger was demoted to classroom teaciter and Matteson a sumed
the

chairmanship.,..Belanger then wrote the unioLi,
requesting that a grievance be

pursued on his behalf.
The union refused on the ground

that tondoso
would be

inconsistent with its earlier'
advocacy of Mattesdn's griev-

ance and with
the.union/boad

agkeement that binding arbitration
would be the final step in grievance

proceedings. Barger filed suit
alleging in part that the

union breached its fluty of fair representa-
tion when it agreed to press

MattescA's grievance. A lower court
agreed w'th

Belanger and ordered him reinstated as department
chairma . Matteson and the union

appealed.Th bode Island
Supreme Cobrt found that the union failed to

represent fairly all menibers of the
ba'rg'ainingunitwhen it agreed to

pursue Matteson's
grievance without ever contacting

Belanger or
considering his qualifications for the

pos4ion: The Court termed as
"simplistic" the union's defense that Mattesonwas the only member

- of the bargaining'
grieving theselection of Belanger. The court

stated: "It should have
been apparent to the union that

Meitteson's
grievance, although,theoretically againstTheSchool Committee, was

in
reSlity,against Belanger," Becadse Belanger was also a memberof

the union's bargaining unit, the union had an obligation to ascertain
Belanger's

qualifications before determthing that- the seniority
clause should control the

selection. The 'court stated that it would
shave been sufficient to investigate "in an informal manner ...so long
as its procedure

affords the two employees the ability to place all the

"k. relevant information ,before the union." Even'though the court
could find no evidence of bad faittrion the part of the u on, it held
that the arbitrary refusal to consider Belanger's qualifican nsbefgre
championing Matteson's cause was "a dear breach of the uty of fair
representation."

.Despite this holding, the Rode
tslandSuprkme our refused to

restate Belanger to the
chairmanship. Evfn thoug

nger's right
to f4ir

representation was breached by the union's advocacy of
-_Vattesb. n's

grievance,. the
qualifications;of both men were fully and

irly considered by the arbitration panel. The schOol board "force-
fully" argued

Belanger's suitability for the j b,- yet the
arbitrators

ruled for
Matteson. This led the 'court to co clude that even if the

union had
considered Belariger.'s qualificati ns, it still would have

elected to press Matteson's grievance and th identical result would
16
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,have ensued. Accordingly,
Belanger could not demonstrate that he

was actually harmed by the union's breach of the duty of fair

representation.
'Taken together, the Michigan and Rhode Island cases confirm

that a.duty of fair representation
attaches to both bargaintg and

grievance
proceedings, The duty compels

neither neutrality by the

union in disputes between its members nor equality of results. What

is required,
however, is a broad consideration of the interests of all

members of the bargaining unit. Although states will differ in their

application of the duty of fair representation,
the principles articu-

latethby the Michigan and Rhode Island courts are
likely to be

important
conside5ations in any such case.

One firial issue will he discussed in this chapter. While the

principal focus of this fastback is ran teacher
bargaining, a fewwords

are in order on the union recognition
prpblem amongschool board

employees who are not teachers. ,

Noninstructional
Personnel

As late as 1965, over 85% of all local teachers
organizations in-

cluded administrators as members.
Indeed, this was a venerable

bone of contention
between the AFT, which traditionally barred

administrators
from membership, and the NEA, where for decades

administrators
exercised power far exceeding their proportion of

the membership. But the NEA has now sent the adthinistrators

packing, and along with the' AFT is now completely controlleritiy

teachers. Therefore, fodr the most part, the "bargaining
unit" for

teachers
organizations is clear: When they 4argain with.the-board,

,they usually represent teachers and teachers only.,But,slightly mOre

than 20% of toe persons employed by school boards in this country

no,

V

are not teachers.
Noninstructional

personnfl break down into roughly, two

categories: school administfattri and support staff. FirSt, regarding

administrators, it is generally argued that they do not have collective

bargaining rights. There are several reasons for this pbsition. One is

the direct supervisory,function
performed by administrators.

They

are'responsible to the board for assuring that teachers arrivelbn time

and discharge all their duties. It is believed that the ability of adriinis-

trators to carry out these' responsibilities
would be seri ugly

compromised if they were
themselves in a collective bargaining &a-

1
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tionship With the board. Another reason is that the
administrators'position in evaluating the teachers' performances, to determine ifthe instructional

standards of the
community are being met, mightbelweakened if administrators did not think of themselves as repre-sentatives of

management. Also to be considered
is the duty ofadministrators to process the grievances of teachers. As discussed

later in this fastback, a teacher's grieVance
normally involves anallegation that the collective bargaining agreement has beenviolated by-the school administration. These grievances are usuallypressed by Union officers on behalf of a teacher. The ability of theadministrator to resolve thegrievance in a management role must bequestioned if he is himself a memar ofor perhaps even an officer ofa union. Finally,

administrators re expected to fulfill Many of theteachers' duties in the event'
teacher strike. They would berequired to teach

classes, monitor hallways, and even coach sports.
Naturally, administrators could not respond this way in a strike situa-
tion if, as union members, they were also outside picketing orhonoring the picket line.

Nonetheless, many administrators,
particularly at the middle-management level

(assistant principals, athletic directors, super-
visors), reject the notion that their ties with school

management areso strong as to preclude,their
organizing for collective bargainingpurposes. They feel they have-been

isolated between the superin-tendent's central staff, which exercises all real power in the system;
and an increasingly militant and unmanageable

teaching faculty.They also point out that the laws in over 20 states permit collective-bargaining by school supervisOry
personnel. These factors havecombined to accelerate the growth of unions for schooladministratOrs. In July, 1976; the American Federation of SchoolAdministrators (AFSA) of the AFL-el® was created. At its .foundingAFSA represented

some 10,000 members
from-52 local unions across

the nation. There are reportedly over 1,200 other.admi
nistrator localunions in the U.S. that are not yet affiliated

with AFSA. Over 90% ofall administrators local unidZs are in seven
states: Connecticut,Massathusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, andWashington. Some school boards have challenged the unionmembership of some of their

administrators. But it has generallybeen held that an administratorcan join a callective
bargaining unitunless hp actually

bargains for the board, is privy to confidential



information uked byhe beard.iiibargaining, or makes districtwide

policy. Administrators who carry out these functions 'are distinctly

"managerial",:and cannot,' in the -absence of specific statutory

authorization organize for 41* purpose of bargaining collectively

with the boa'rd.
. Turning now to, the support staff or nonprdfOsional employees

of school hoards, the principal problem is one'of a proliferation of

bargaining snits. It seems that cuslodians.,,bus drivers, food service

workers, secretaries, andskilled Wades employees all want to bargain

-separately with the board. This not only diverts the board from issues

of educational policy and vastly-increases the cost of collective bar-

-gaining, but alldws the many small unions to "whipsaw" the board

into ever higher leyehrof wages and benefits. The solution in many

states is.to meigqthe nonprofessional employees into one collective

bargaining unit. "B;en though the various categories of workers may

have different wage scales, they probably all have identical fringe

benefits and grievance protedures The diffiCuli issue of relative

wage scales for the various categories of nonprofessional employees

can probably, best be decided, in the first instance, by the

comprehensive nonprofessional bargaining unit when it makes its

proposals to the board. Ceitainly the board cap modify the wage

proposals,-,but at least the contract.proposals'serve as a legitimate

. basis for deciding relative wage levels for the different categories of

workers. -Some slates might exclude clerical employees from the

comprehensive nonprofesional
bargaining unit.. Florida and Iowa,

for example, have held that secretaries are "white-collar" workers

and do not share the collective bargaining objectives of other

support staff.
In concluding this chapter on union recognition and

certification, it can be observed -that whit the concept of the

exclusive bargaining representative has its problems, it appearsio be

-superior-to any, other method yet devised for bringing fo,rm and

structure to the collective bargaining process. Although the-term

"exclusive bargaining representative" suggests a closed system, it'

actually contains several-safeguards to prevent :abuse. One is the

recognition (3 certification procedure that usuallyallows for a repre-

sentation election whbnever sufficient dissatisfaction builds up

against the exclusive bargaining representative: Another,kafeguard is

the practkce, required by law in most states, of requiring that

19
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contracts be ratified by a majority of the faculty before taking effect.
, In short, even though the exclusive bargaining representative may

have the privilege of sitting at the bargaining table without interfer-
ence from rival teachers organizatio'ns, it still must'perfokm in ac-
curdance with The wishes of its whole .constituency! If not, it may
suffer the eThbarrassment of having th4agreement,s it hammered Out
with the school,board rejected, by the teachers or, worse yet, it may
lose its status 4exclusive bargaining representative at Jihe next
election. ,',- .

4.
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Scope of Bargaining' 4 + .

0 nce the exclusive bargaining representatiie has been selected,

the union and the board are ready to begin bargaining. What do they

IDrgain about? ;Potentially, the number of topics about which

teachers would like to bargain is almost- limitless: salaries, tenure,

school calendar, curriculum, student
discipline, sick leave, Promo-

tion pqlicy, sabbaticals, clerical assistance, dues checkoffto

mention a.hondful. But defining- topics that school boards may or

',must bargain with teachers is acomplex matter. It has occupied More

legislative and judicial attention than any other issue in educational

collective bargaining,
with the possible exception of teacher strikes.

In order to determine the scope of bargaining f@ any school distriCt,

' one must first refer to the pertinent state statute. Although general-

i/ations on this subject are very precarious, due to the diverse and

rapidly changing'
nature of, state collective bargaining laws for,

teachers, some,broad
descriptions are possible.

.

A number of states have developed broad
guidelines and allow.

the school boards, teachers
unions, and courts to hammer out

concrete definitions bargainable topics. Typical of state laws in this

,category are those that allow or require boards and unions to bargain

on "wages, hours, and otherconditions of employment." Other laws

in this category permit bargaining gn matters affecting the perfor-

mance of professional
services.(0k1Aoma) and on items of direct or

indirect monetary
benefit to employees (Oregon). Laws of this "_

nature may be' either permissive or mandatory. That is, some laws

permit the board arid' the teachers to bargain within ,the broad

guidelines, provided 'the t parties mutually agree to bargain on the

topics. Others require 't.k\e board to bargain with the teactiers on

subjects falling within t e guidelinfs. In states within this latter'

category, if the board refit ses to bargain on a topic that the teachers

O
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union believes is mandatory, the union can file an unfair laborpractice with the PERB or'request an injunction from the courts For ,example, several years ago in a state with a law requiring school'boards to bargain wages, hours, and conditions of employmen alocal school board took the position that the school calendar wasoutside the mandatory
bargaining topics The teachers sued and wonan injunction requiring the scool board to bargain with them on thecalendar.

a
Some states have rejected the broad guidelines approach andinstead delineate bargamable topics in specific-terms. Again, theitems on the list may be either permissive or mandatory subjects ofbargaining. FurtherivariatiOns occur in states, sueh as Nevada, thatlimit collective bargaining to only those topics delineated in the laws,and states which list certain mandatoiy topics but allow bargainingon other topics by tnt)tuai consent of the parties. Another scheme,--possibly. in combination 'with one of the approaches discussedabove, is to

prohibit_bargaming on certain specific topics. Minne-sotapfor example, bans bargaining on "educational policy," whileHawaii has a more extensive list of prohibited topics. Although Idon't know of a specific example, it would be posible for a state toconstruct a k.ollec,tICe'bargaining law`that requires school boards to-bargain on certain topics,' prohibits bargaining on specified topics,and permits b;rgaining on any other topic with the mutual consentof the parties.
In short, great diversity marks-the approaches taken by the statesto define the scope

of.bargarning. This is orie of-the major complaintsoi.those advocating a federal law governing
collective bargaining forpublic employees.

A brief case study
dramatizes the confusion spawned by.thepresent patchwork of state collective bargaining laws. Teachers in anumber of states have been seeking to include in their contractsprovisions regulating student discipline A number of factors 'areze-sponsible for this effort increasing fears about personal attacks onteacher6pprehension about expanding concepts of student rights,and a desire 'io improve

instructionoby removing the disruptivestudent from the classroom. The proposalssome teachersiumons areseeking to bargain into their contracts permit the teacher to refer adis..ruptive student to the principal and to bar the student's readmis-

/2 3
ion to class until a conference is held with the teacher present.



Other proposals allow
teachers to remove a student from the class-

room permanently
after two, violations of the disciplinary

code. For

the most part, school boards have beenwilling to bargain with teach-

ers on these pfl-op_fssals. But in those few caseswhere boards have re-

fused to bargain on student discipline, state'PERBs (usually required

to resolve scope.of bargaining
issues before court action Can be

taken) have roched confliiping decisions.
In Nevada.and Wisconsin,

it was decided. that maters of student discipline
re intimately

related to teachers' working condrions
and were therefore

mandatory bargaining
issSes. Oregon

and Iowa, on the other hand,

held that student
disciplir was a matter of managerial prerogative

reserved to the school board. This is not to suggest that any of the

four decisions were biaTed or lacking io principle;
each turned on

the particular
language of its state's colleCtive

bargaining law: It is

only to demonstrate
that a matter of universal

concern to teachers,

sualasstudent
disCipline, has not been universally

consider-e'd a crol-

lective bargaining topic.

Occasionally..a
school boardwill promulgatg a policy only to find

out later that the policy
concerned a topic that should have been

bargained with the teachers. This
happened in yei another case.

invdIving the Detroit Board Of Education,
which Sdopted a policy

requiring that all teachers hire() or promoted rpust'be
residents of

the city of Detroit. The Detroit
Federation of Teachers challogeW

We residency requirement
do the grounds that since it affected

" "- "condition
oLemployment" it wasa'mandatory

subject ofbargaining

and could not be upilaterally
adoptedby the board. The Michigan

Court of Appeals partially agreed anti struck down the residency

require,ment as it applied to promotidns,
butnot as it applied te-

initial
because

applicants for
teaching jobs were not,

employees 61 the beard and were not members of the bargaining'

unit (DetrOit
Federation of Teachers. v. Board of Education

(1975)). In .

a Massachusetts case
the board

signed a contract
containing a "sick

leave bank" (each teacher
donates two

days of sick leave to the

"bank;'' upon which teachers with prolonged
illnesses can draw

when their personal sick leave is exhausted),
but later refused to

honor the provision on advice of counsel. The Massachusetts

Supreme
Court held that the "sick leave bank" provision

As

properly negotiated with the teachers
and must be honored by the

board [Allen v. Tovfh of Sterling
4)1.



One should not gTt the impression,
however, that all matterstouchingon teacher dmployrnent can or should be bargained withteachers. In construing collective bargaining laws, the courts haverecognized, a number of restrictions on the power of boards andtinipns to bargain topics arguably within the ambit of teacher em-ployment. First, it is self-evident

that bargaining cannot lead tr5contract provisions which violate constitutional principles. This wasat issue in another Michigan case where the teachers union hgreed
to a contract

requiring women teachers totake leave without pay foreigur months fbIlowing childbirth. This was contrary to a U.S.Supreme Court decision [Cleveland Board of Education v. La Fleur*(1974)] which ruled that delayed reemployment provisions wereunconstitutional unless they3ore-fitir(ed
tii-the actual incapacity,ofthe teacher,

Accordjogiteacher whose baby was born in July and
who wished tcrOierrie teaching at the beginning of the school yearin September'sUed the board. The Michigan Court of Appealsdedaregthe contract provision invalid as a violation of public policy.type of constitutional violation is also possible in the area ofstudent, dikipline

mentioned Above. In formulating contractproyisfons governing the power of teachers to eliminate disruptivestudents from Their
classes, 9egotiators must 6e carefulnot to violatethe constitutional rights of gtudents

as articulated by the Supremeourt [Goss v. Lopez (1975)1.
,A second restriction on,collective bargaining concerns mattersthat are already-clearly determined by state law. For example, anIllinois court recently held thR,-where the state legislature bai care-fully defined the rights of tenured and

nontenured teachers-,--a,contract provision that gave nontenured
teachei,,moreemployment security than die state statute .was unenforceable. [Wesclin Education

Association v. :Board of Education (1975)1.Similarly, a Pennsylvania
court struck down'a

contract prpvision thatgranted full pay to teachers
on sabbatical leave. The court foundthiswas inconsistent with a state law providing for half pay to teachers onsabbaticals (Allegheny School District, v. Allegheny Education As-sociaticrn J1976)1

'Third, accrued
contractLal rights possessed by, some teachers'cannot be bargained

away. This was pointed out by a Delaware cowlwhen a school board paid two-thirds of several teachers' movingexpenses but refused to pay the final
installment because the new

24-
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collective bargaining' agreement contained no provision for
_

payment of moving expenses The affected teachers sued for the

final installment and won on the grounds that, during bargaining,

the partie determine future contract provisions but Wave no

authority t abrogate vested contractual rights
I

FtnalTy; as already mentioned in connection with student '

disciplin , school boards in some states are not obligated to bargain

* on topic that can be said to be within the exclusive prerogative of

manage e nt. A recent eZample occurred in Massachusetts, where a

local's ool board unilaterally abolished the position of supervisor

of mu lc. The 'union challenged the action on the grounds that it

shou Id FiSve been bargained with the teachers The'court upheld-the.

board's decision, wing that the cOntinued exigence of supervisory:

positions is a matter of educational policy exclusively 'Withrn.:th-e-

marvagdnient prerogative of the board (School Commit:" of,

Manover v Curry 0975)1 Even though courts have oc.Osibnally

recognized school boards' managemerit prerogaik,e', in cases

involvin'g collective b"arg 164 disputes, 'caution she iuld be exer-

ci4ed-before placing excl sive reliance on it In a legal showdown. It is

extremely difficult t fine preasely.what 'faits within the purview

of management prerogative. Moreove 'r', management prerogative

considerably from slate to state, and it have no force ;
whatsoever in a situation where state,,,law mandates.bargaming on'a

. , particular topic, thereby removing the topic from exclusive manage-

ment prerogative.
V) summarize, scope of bargaining is an important componentof

the study of collective bargaining because it determines the subjects

that the board and the,teachers- will a.ctually negotiate, Teachek

could win many Tights Com the legislatUre, such-aS. the rightlo certi-

fication as exclusive bargaining agent, the right to strike, or the right.

441, 'to dties checkoff, but if the scopeof bargaining is extremely ha?row

or is not mandatory for the school board, collective bargaining

would be an empty prorroe, little more than an exercise in.organi-

lational busy-work.Thus teachers have focused considerable attpn-

-'tion on expanding ,and defining the scope of bargaining ,and

making bargaining.mandatory onmost topics. Bpcause scope of bar-

gaining is a matter gove-rned by state law, the result is a crazy quilt

- pattern when viewed from a national perspective. For example, one

.state might require bargaining on a topic while a neighboring state

25 0,1-,
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might prohibit bargaining on the same topic Only a state -by -stateanalysis-of collective baroming laws would do justice to the greatdiversity of approaches to the scope of bargaining problem. Yet, aspointed out above, tfe;itc the importance of these laws to Ihecollective bargaining process. unions and school boards cannot usethe authority given them by slaty law to override constitutional andstatutory principtes or thevested coryttIctual rights of persons in the
,

bargaining. unity

ti
.
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The Bargaining Process 4,

.1 he actual give and take which goes on at the bargaining table is a

mystery to Most peoPle. How does it begin? Who does the talking?

Why is progress sometimes so Slow for so long and then suddenly

agreement is reached? There are no pat answers to these and a

myriasd of other qUestions often asked .about_ baigaining. The

answers will depend upon the specific factors in the particular bar-

gaining situation. Thus perhaps the most informative way of

approaching the bargaining process is to identify the key variables

that highlight collective bargliningin education. How experienced .

at bargaining is the teachers union? The board? is the board fiscafy

dependent or independent? Does the board itself bargain ;or does-it

have a representative? What is the superintendent's role? What is the*"

public's 'attitude? Are the teachers united and militant, or

disorganized and complacent?- Are the bId members politically

secure? This is not an exhaustive list, but it suggests the factors that

must be considered in analyzing.a particular set of negotiations.

The cast of characters in the- bargaining process should also be

identified..By this time, of course, thle teachers have selected an

organization to act as their exclusive bargaining agent. This organi- .

zation will generally be affiliated with the NEA, the AFT, Or a merged

state affiliate. In some rare instances the agent will be unaffiliated

with am state or national organilltion. The customary practice is to

a bargaining team from the faculty. The spokesperson for the

team is 'either a bargaining specialist from the state teachers'

organization or an Officer from-the local organization,On the other

side, representing the board, may be the whole board, a part of the

board, one member of the board, or more frequently a professional

negotiator, who is often an attorney. The board's representativd may

be assisted by various school administrators, such as the business

" 28
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manager or the assistant superintendent for instruction,'depending
on the topic being discussed For the most part, however, each side
will have just one kpcikesperson

Preliminary Bargaining
As the format of this fastback suggests, the bargaining process

actually begins long before the parties ever sit down at the, table.
.During any election campaign to select the organization that will
represent the:raculty at the bargaining table, many promises are
made and many expectations are created. These themes may be
deVeloped and crystallized as the bargaining begins. Moreover, the
whole politicll milieu that defines the scope of bargaining in the
state must be viewed as an essential precursor to actions at the
'bargaining table. But the focus in this section is on the face -to -face
aspects of bargaining, the interaction between board and union over
the contents of the teachers' contract.

The actual bargaining usually begins with the development of
contract proposals by the teachers' bargaining team. These
proposals are derived from a number of sources: contracts in other

'cities, suggestions from teachers, and refinements of the last
contract. The bargaining team may have vivid memories of the
difficulties it had in persuading the faculty to ratify the last contract
and may want to avoid such episodes in the future by satisfying the
more vocal elements'of the bargaining unit. In any case, a proposed
contract is presented to the school board. The scope and nature of
these proposals May astound the board. When he received contract
proposals for the first time, one board member in a Midwestern city
was heard to utter, "What is this, 'Gone with the Wind'?" Of course
these proposals are filled with provisions that the teachers will not
insist upon in the final contract. Such items are termed "throw-
aways" or "horse-trading material." Nonetheless, in the preliminary__
stages of bargaining the teachers' bargaining team will display migch
theatrical anguish as the .throwaways are sacrificed in exchange forA
some concession by the board. Recognizing the real throwavhys in
any package of proposals, is not always simple. What at first may
appear to be a frivilous proposal may turn out to be a rock-hard
demand supported by an import.Int element of the teachers union.
Recognizing throwaways, therefore, requirq,s an ability to view each
proposal in the context of the entire package of proposals, as well as
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some accurate informatiop on the mandate given the bargaining'

1
team by the faculty.

Typically, the proposals advanCed by the teachers are followed by
developed by the .board The board's counterpro-,..

posa Is will bear as little resemblance to the final contract as did the
teachers' proposals. Why then go through the ritual of proposals and

counterproposals? For some of the same reasons that basketball
games have first halves and books have introductory chapters The
preliminary proposals and counterproposals set the tone for future
bargaining, acquaint the bargainers with each other, and establish
patterns of communication that may prevail throughout the

bargaining. .
,

.

Sometimes teachers will prepare a written response to the
board's counterproposals. This may be in the form of rebuttal to the
.board's positions or may be in the form pf counter-counterpro=
posalS. The board, in turn, may respond to this. More than likely
however, after proposals and counterproposals have beers

exchanged, the parties will ceasethe exchange of paper and begirt

the discussions. - . -

to many districts, both the teachers union and the board will ad:-

vance contract proposals at the outset. This tends to .xpedite the
initial stages.of bargaining, becapse the teachers don't have to await

the board's counterproposals to ascertain the board's preliminary
position on some key issues. When this procedure is followed, both

sides will prepare counterpropoSals and the bargaining proceeds

from there. .

At first, particularly if the present contract still has some time to

run before expiration, the actual bargaining sessions may be
infrequent, perhaps a week or more apart. These preliminarY

sessions are almost always on nonsalary items. When a stale,mat

arises on a matter, the bargainers will probably move on to an issue
where some common ground can be found. As the weeks drag on,

the number of issues in strong dispute will narrow. If the bargainers

are experienced and perceptive, they Will eventually identify the
other side's priorities. This facilitates agreement oh'other matter's

until only the most critical issues remain.

Bargaining Strategies, NA,
This fastback is not intended to be a primer on negotiating tactics
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However, for the interest of the rz,Ider who may only observe bar-
gaining from the outside, several t a'clitional principles of successful
negotiating may be of interest:.

Bargainers can expect better
with a dear picture of their over
their primary objectives, their sec
away;. They should identify for
authority. In the caw of the tea
absolute minimum it can bring
ratification? In the case of th
maximum concessions that can
not only avoids ad hoc decisio
also Ards birgaining, beta
mind the parties have en
concessions.

Another often-stated pri
team, shou Id speak with just
gaining table is a delicate
spokespersons on each sid
of collective bargaining i
selves would often appea
freely or the topics unde
gainer for the teachers
the board members 5in
consensus, it was bell
issue would be no stro
Thus if the teachers w
board member to th
expect cooperation fr
after issue, the teachers might win important concessions.through-
out the contract. For this reason and because of the tremendous time
demands of bargaining today, school boards ,rarely take this
approach to bargaining any I6nger. Likewise, gn the teachers' side, if
many voices are speaking, weaknesses and uncertainties will be
revealed. These in turn can be manipulated by an experienced board
neg lator who w ilf carefully note issues upon which there is teacher
diss nsion. In short, if either side allows more than one person to
speak at the t ble, it is inviting trouble.

Among t e most important rules of successful collective
N

results if they enter negotiations
I strategy. They shodld categorize
ndary objectives,and their throw-
emselves the parameters of their

hers' bargaining team, what is the
aCk to the faculty and still hope for
board's bargainer, what are the

e granted? This type of preparation
s the bargainer will later-regret but

se with major objectives clearly in
ugh confidence to make minor

iple of negotiating is that a bargaining
one voice. Communication at the bar-
nough process without having several
confusing the picture. In the early days

the schools, the_board members them-
at the bargaining sessions and speak out

discussion. This would allow a skillfUtbar-
datrct and exploit disagreements among

e school boards usually decided matters by
ed that the board's position on any given

ger than the views of the weakest n:iembef.
re successful in converting one sympathetic
it side on an issue, they could reasonably
m the entire board. Workingthis way on issue
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bargainings never to state your "bottom line" until you a solutely

have to, usually to reach final agreement. For exampl , say the

teachets have proposed an 8% salarm'aise and the board a2% raise

After a few preliminary skirmishes on this issue, in which the teach=

ers refuse to budge, a board member blurts out, "Look, we've
already decided that 5% is all yOu're going to get, so you can forget

about 8!" This outburst has two imme late consequences, WO
negative for the board. First, the teat rs gained three percentage

point%, without giving up a thing. 5 cord, the board's bargaining
.position now begins at 5%,not the proposed 2%. the teachers now

will absolutely not settle for anything less than 5%, and tHey're going

to do their best to get more. The moral of the story is simple There is

a time and place to. make major concessions. Any premature
disclosure of bottorn-line positions is the equivalent of a major con-

cession and only makes agreement at the end that much more'
difficult.

A final principledifficult;o articulate
s

and even more-diffjcult to
applyrequires that a bargainer always give his adversary some-

thing that can be"construed as &victory. This allows the adversary to

return to his clientele (either the faculty or the school board) with a

contract thai he can persuasively, urge them to ratify. It doesn't really
matter.if yourconcessions are real or superficial; the important thing

is for the other side to elieve that you are yielding important
ground. A skilled negotiat mightaccOmplish this by vehemently
insisting throughout the ne otiations on a. particulag contract pro-

vision that he knows is not essential to his side. He must persuade his

adversary across the table that this provision is a priority item Once
this, has been accomplished, the point can be conceded in the final.

Stages of bargaining and the other side may believe it-has scored an

important victory. This is not as easy to accomplish as imight seem,

In order to have something to give up at the end, a bargainer must be,,,

sure he doesn't get his back to the wall early in the negotiations He

must avoid (he temptation to se.linquish all nonessential positiOns
early InIthe game in order to win minor concessions from the other

side. If he yields to that temptation, he will have no concessions left

except ones that cut to the heart of his bafgaining objectives.

Agreement or Impasse
. The persons actually bargaining a contract don't have the final '
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word In most situations the contract must be ratified by both the
faculty and the school board. Ideally . the bargaining teams will reach
agreement on a c ontrat t th'at each team can recommend to its
clientele.-In turn, it is hoped that both the faculty and the school
board will accept the recommendations of their respective bar-
gaining teams and ratify the contract.

Unfortunately. however. a number of other scenarios can unfold
'Frequently, the school board will make a final offer that is unaccept-
able to the teachers' bargaining team The bargaining team will then
make a recommendatiOn-to the faculty against ratifying the contract.
If the faculty concurs, the bargaining team may attempt to schedule
further negotiating sessions or may resort tu the various mechanisms
of impasse resolution thal may be available in the state. (See
following chapter ) Occasionally either the faculty or the school
board will balk at the recommendations of its bargaining team.
Moreover, it is not unheard of for a teachers' bargaining team to be
split, some members favoring and some opposing contract ratifica-
tion. These views may be openly expressed before the faculty, or the
bargaining team may clecide to suppress individual Yiews'and simply
present no recommendation whatsoever regarding the proposed
contract In the 14tter instance, the bargaining team will explain the
provisions of the proposed contract to the faculty but will decline to
make a specific recommendation.'

Why do some bargaining situations end in agreement and others
in deadlock? Again, generalizing is difficult because of varying cir-
cumstances in each school district. Failure to observe some of the
bargaining strategies mentioned above may contribtAe to impasse.
Beyond this, a few ,theories on the reasons for negotiation failures
can be offered One of these theories holds that teachers are
occasionally the unwary yictirrkkof unreasonable expectations. These
expectations are created through a number of factors, large raises
secured in neighboring but wealthier districts, the rhetoric,of union
organizers, and perceived advances resulting from militancy in the
trade unions Teachers end up demandingmore from the bargaining
process than reasonably can be expected, given the financial
resources of their school district The result is that they re)ect
contract proposals which, although reasonable, do not measure up
to their inflated expectations.

Another theory accounting, for negotiation impasse is that
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teachers often fail to recognize 4nd counteract the widespread

public belief that teaching is a soft, job. The public sees teachers
leaving the schools'af3.00 p.m. in some cities, sees them enjoying

more vacations during the school year than the average person has

all year, and on top of that sees them free of all duties for nearly three

months of the year. This public perception of the teacher's life often

is transmitted to and shared by school board members, who use it to

reinforce the fiscal constraints they already feel. Naturally, school
board -members are reluctant to grant huge raises and more freedom

to teachers while the public is seriously questioning what teachers

do to deserve their current standard of living. Such attitudes can lead

to stalemate at the bargaining table. To avoid -this, some observers

believe that teachers must begin to change public perceptions about

the job of teaching. This won't be easy, because it involves convinc-

ing pebple of the-teacher's need for a physicil and mental
recharging during school vacations, of 'the voluminous homework

many teachers c12 every evening, and oj the conlinuing education
requirements in inost teachrng jobs. 0 the public were to become
more widely aware of the true nature of the teacher's job, perhaps
agreement would flow a little more easily from the bargaining tabl

It would be a mistake to leave the impresion that teachers re
always to blame for a breakdown in bargaining. On the contrary, one

theory on this problem has it that some school board members and

top-level administrators are simply arbitrary and perhaps capricious

when bargaining with teachers. They feel that the whole union
movement among teachers is a threat to their managerial
prerogatives. Accordingly, they view bargaining as a contest that

must be won irrespective of what impact the "victory" may have on

the schools. Board members and school administrators diffeilin an
important respect from their management counterparts in private

industry: Their livelihood is not affected by a bargaining impasse. A

strike in private industry has the potential of reducing management's

profits. This fact provides a powerful incentive to reach agreement at

the bargaining table. No such incentive exists with respect to man-

"agement in.the schools. Thus a school board member, if he is so in-

clined, can act out personal and psychological animosities against

the teachers during bargainthg and has no fear of personal financial

'repisisals. In fact; the full force of government will often back his

4. behavior by discharging", fining, and even jailing teachers who dare
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strike rather than accept w hat may be the irrational dictates of such a
hoard member..18on't have the data to determine whether this lack
of persona( financial accountability has lead to more bar'gaining
impasses in the public sector than in the private sector. Suffice it to
say that the opportunity for abuse exists and is sometimes exercised.

The Impact of Open Meeting and Open Records Laws 4
Bargaining over teachers: cOntractslias traditionally been done in

sessions closed to the public. Indeed, not only are members of the
public asikell as most teachers and administrators excluded from the
bargaining sessions, but the bargaining teams often pleckgszt to
discuss the negotiations with anyorle, particularly the press. It is

believed that the circulatiOn of r-umors about the bargaining sessions
will only lead to confusion on the part of the faculty and the public
and make the job of the bargainers more difficult. The same reason-
ing has been applied to the written documents proposalg and
counterproposals exchanged between the parties at the bargain-
ing table.

These assumptions about the need for secrecy during bargaining
have been under attack inrecent wars. Many states have passed
open meeting or "sunshine" laws requiring that, except' in certairi
specified, situations, all meetings of public bodies must be open to
the public Many states have also enacted open records or "freedom

.pf information" laws requiring that the public be given. access to
most ptiblic documents Because both the public employers and the

Se public employees unions have opposed the inclusion of collective
'bargaining in t4e open meeting and open fecords laws, it has been
specifically excluded by most states. A few states, however, have
resisted these lobbying, pressures and have included collective
bargaining to some degree in the open meeting and-open records
laws California, for example, requires that the initial proposals of
both parties must be made public. Bargaining cannot begin "until a

reasonable time has elapsed" and a hearing has been held. All new
proposals must be made public within 24 hours of their presentation
at,the bargaining table In Wisconsin disclosure4 requited after the
teachers have ratified a negotiated ccifirract but before the school

"board meets 'to consider adopting the contract
Florida has piobably exceeded all other states in the extent to

which it opens collective bargaining to the public. On January 1,
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1975, a law which has been interpreted to require that collective bar-

gaining sessions be open to the public went into effect-m-that state.

Reviews of the expecieme have been mixed
The'opinions of those

who always opposed public access to the bargaining prdcess leave

probably been reinforc-by the Florida experience. It has been

reported, for example, that the media have distorted and confused

. the positions of the parties and that negotiators devote More time

and energy posturing fOr the press and the public than negotiating in

good faith. On,the other hand, many in Florida have reported that

the open meeting
experience has failed to bear out the fears of-those

who wanted to keep the bargaining process secret. Moreover, they

argue, while the disAdvantages of thrusting negotiations into the

sunshine have been Oight, the law has achieved many df its Objec-

tives. The public is more deeply involved, the teachers know what is

. going on at the bargaining table, and the bargainers are forced to be

More accountable for their actions throughout the bargaining

notaust at the end This is not to suggest that sunshine laws

are the answer to all the defects of collective bargaining in the

schools. The jury is still out on the Flopda experienee7Blit the initial

reaction suggests tiat those who oppose public access to bargaining

sessions may now have the heavy burden of demonstrating why

sunshine laws sho Idnot open up the bargaining process in other

states.
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Methods of impasse Resolutions
W

i

hat happens when parties cannot reach agreement at th* bar-gaining table? In some states teacKers must either accept the lastoffer of the school board or engage in an illegal work stoppage. In.
other states, the legislatures have set up one or more inethods-ftir
resolving bargaining impasses without a work stoppage. Although,
details may vary, these methods fall into three general categories:r?tediation, fact-finding, and arbitration. Each of these will be disJcussed below. In addition, because teacher strikes are a frequent,albeit usually illegal, -method of expediting the resolution of bar-gaining impasses work stoppages will also be discussed below.

Mediation
6 .6

Sortie state Taws provide that teachers and sehoolcboards"deadlocked at the bargaining table can avail themselves of the ser-vices of a labor_ mediator, who is usually an employs of of selected-by the state PERB. The mediator confers with the parties;eithertogether or separately, and reviews relevant documentaryevidence.He' attempts to narrow the issues and foster communication be-tween the parties. By draining themotionalisrri from the positionsof both sides, he may be ablevolpromote a bettr understanding
between the p.arties. He may issue specific recommendations to theparties for the resolution of the impasse. These recommendationsare usually not made public and are not binding on the parties. litheparties are satisfied as to the fairness of,the mediator and have fully

For clarity and economy, we use the masculine form of
pronouns throughout thisfastback when no specific gender is implied While we recognize the trend away fromthis practice: we see910 graceful

alternative We hope the reader will impute no sexistmotives, certainly no sexism is intended The Editors
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aired -their positicrns. before him, they might voluntarily accept his

recommendations. Butt if either side decides to reject the sugges-

tions of the mediator for any reason, it is free to do so. Therein lies

the chief complaint about
mediation: If.the parties are truly intransi-

gent, mediation is jtist wasted motion. Yet there are those who con-

tinue to believe that the mediator can provide a valuable service and

redu,ce the frequency and length of work stoppages merely by

fostering communication between the parties.
Or.

Fact - Finding
Invead, of and sometimes in addition to mediation, states will

provide the services of a fact - finder to teachers and school boards '

locked in a bargaining impasse. The techniques of fact-finding ar'e

not dramatically different from those of the mediator. Both sides will

present their positions to the fact-finder, who will then issue, his

.nonbinding recommendations or "award.", The critical difference

'' here pis that the fact-finder's recommendaticins 'are usually made

public. This can direct pressures against a party taking an unreason-

able and recalcitrant position. The public'nature of the fact-finder's

recommendations also frequently provide an "out" for a union

official or school boa.rd chairman who privately hopes for a com-"

promise settlement but-publicly must take a hard-line position.

Commentators have cited.a number of problems with fact-

'finding. To some degree these criticisms apply to mediation as well.

One problem is the lack cfQ204,iaant criteria u6tin which a fact-

finder can base his recommendations For example, is a fact-finder

allowed to examine the impact of his recommendations 9p the-tax

rate? What constitutes an
unacceptable increase in the tax hie?

What if tax rates are fixed bylaw? Related to this is the argument that,

because the fact-finder's
recommendations are not binding on the

parties, he feels no sense of accountability. regarding the educa-

tional or fiscal consequences of his recommendations. Another

problem is the widespread perception among teachers unions that

.they will gp,in more by seeing their disputes go through fact-finding

than by settling at the bargaining table. This perception not only dis-

courages good faith bargaining but clogs the fact-finding m'achin-

s ery. Despite these and other,criticisms of the fact-finding procedure,

it is still generally viewed as a constructive mechanism to assist the

parties in reaching voluntary settlement.
9
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Arbitration
tration differs from mediation and fact-finding in that the

partie 'normally agree-to be bound by the award of the arbitrator. Anumber of states have adopted binding arbitration as a means ofreducing or Qven eliminating strikes by policemen and firemen. In-asmuch as arbitration has the effect of removing the final decisionfrom the public agency and placing it r the hands of an arbitrator,there is resistance to adopting, the practice in any occupational
group except those affecting public safety Nonetheless, severalstates have enacted &ompulsory arbitration statutes applicable toteachers. Thus when collective bargaining between the teachers andthe school be and reaches an impasse, the parties are required to

, submit the d pqte to an arbitrator There are stie who suggest thatsuch statu s involve relinquishiog the managerial a,uthoritytof theschoo oards This may well be true, but in most states the atjthorityheld by school boards is not inherent butts delegated by thelegis-slature. Thus the legislature is freeto alter or reduce school boardpowers, including the power to have the ultimate decision on collec-tive bargaining agreements
A complaint frequently lie3rd'about compulsory arbitr'ation in-the public sector is that arbitrators simply split the differe4e'dbetween the liarties' final proposals Aoy other outcome would beviewed as grossly unfair by. one of the parties and the resulting/uproar would F>robobly guarantee that that particular arbitrator willnot be used again flec ause arbitrators want to Work (many are'lawprofessors who serve as arbitrators on a part -time basis),,and becauseeither sidetit a labor impasse can normally veto the selection of aparticular arlisator, arbitrators are not anxious to be branded_as

pro-labor or pro-management. The best way to avoid such charac-teriz'ations is to cut the pie right down the middle Neither side willbe thrilled by the result, but more importantly, from the point ofview of the arbitrator, neither side call accuse him of pronounced
bias This is not to say that arbitrator.* don't occasionallystrike out onas bold path There is one reported instance, at ItetT7herein arbi-trator granted teachers a larger pay increase th ey were request-
ing But such instances arcrlare \

The "split the difference" meritalkty displayed by many arbitra-tors is anathema to school boards The say it robs them of the abilityto dun a -fiscally sound school district, eliminates the incentive for
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teachers.to bargain in good-faith, and places allrthe pressure on the

board to make concessions. While the fear of arbitration may reduce

some egregious intransigence on the part of school boards, it may

alio discourage boards from making a final, good faith proposal to

settle the impasse before it goes to arbitration. If the teachers-reject

the board's proposal, that final offer could become the startingpoint

for the arbitrator's "split the differe.nce",.award. Thus bi making a

good faith final offer the hoard' will be penalized be*'use the

teachers may receive an award.that is a percentage point of tyvo

higher than they would have received if the board had stuck to its

previous offer. The same AP of reasoning could discourage the

teachers from lowering their demands in order to reach a settlement

wjthout going to arbitration. In short, the very existence of arbitra-

tion and the 'split, the difference" mentality of arbitrators may

.actually deter voluntary resolution of bargaining deadlocks. "

These 'defects in compulsory arbitration h ve prompted the

creation of a mechanism known as "final-offer ar ibn." Bather

than havint fre rein to devise any award that suits is sense of

equity, the arbitrator is required to choose either labor's final offer

or management's final offer. Contrary to conventional arbitration,

this approach places tremendous pressure
on both aides to make a

reasonable final offer. In formulating these final offers to enhance

acceptance by the arbitrator, the parties may r,ealize they are close

enough to resolve the matter on a voluntarybads. Moreover, while

schoolboards'may-assert that this approach still scrips them bf the

finalt.decision, they cannot dispute that final-offer arbitration

removes the arbitrator's discretion to take the path of least resistance

and split the difference between the parks9inal offers. Thus if the

beard presents a reasqnable final offer, one it can convincingly

support, the board can hope that its position will be adopted. While

school boards may complain that any form of binding arbitration.is

legal blackmail, thpy shoul,,d find final-offer arbitration less oblec-

liortable than conventional arbitration, because it not only provides

an inducement for voluntary,settlement but it eliminates the arbi-

, trator's ability to play
There are two es of final -offer arbitration. One allows the"

arbitrator to sele either party's final offer on each item in dispute.

That is, if five items are in dispute; theabritrator could hypotheti-

cally pick the teacher final offer on two items and the board's final
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offer on three. Thy drawback of "item -by- item:' final-offer arbitra-tion is that permits.a type of "splibthe difference" approach. Ratherthan equivocating on each item, the arbitrator merely divides up his
favorable decisions in such a way that each side gets about equal
treatment. This may not always be easy, however, because 'with
regard to'what is probably the critical item in dispute-=salariesthe
final offer arbitrator is not .permitted to play it safe; he must pickeither the teachers: or thg board's final salary proposal. Salaries playsuch a central role in bargaining that an a rbitratoemay not be ableto,
"even it up" even ifile decides for one side on salaries and for theother side on all other items in dispute.

The other type of final-offer arbitrar.iop requires the arbitrator toselect one party's totaLpackage of final offers. No matter how manyitems are in dispute, the pbitratOr must select all of one side's final
proposals or all of the oftrside's final propdsals. This eliminates anychance Thal thearbitrator,wifT attempt to keep everyone happy.

keliminary. -experiencewith final -offer arbitration has beenpositive, ala:ugh very little of it has occurred in the education area.
More exPerie'nee is necessary to determine whether it provides as
many advantSgers to teacher collective bargaining as its supporters

'assert.

Work Stoppfges
One-of the first teacher strikes in the country took place in :1960,and during the next four years there were only 10 more. Most ofthese early strikes lasted only a day before sozrre compromise wasreacheeihe frequenv of teacher strikes increased dramatically,and in 1968-69 there were 131 stoppages, each lasting an average of.

more than 21 days. Since 1968-69, although. the number Of teacher
strikes per year has been near ,to- or greater than 100, the averagelength of strikesas moderated; rarely exceeding 10 days in any year..
Perhaps it can be argued that with 16,000 school districts in the
country. `"a few hundred strikes do not constitute a major concern.On the other hand, the school system? experiencing strikes mostoften tend to be those in large cities alreafty beset by a wide range offiscal and anninistrative problems. A teacher work stoppage M a -"large city can have significant economic and political consequencescompletely apati from the scope of the contract that i5 ultimately
signed. In shtrt, all statistics aside, a teac.her strike is a signifiCant .
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event in the public affairs of any municipality, and the subject
deserves the careful consideration it usually gets in a discussion of

111.
labor relations in the schools.

I As a device for resolving bargaining impasses, the strike is usually

an act of last resort. It expresses failure to achieve settlement through
the conventional channels of impasse resolution. If fact-finding,
mediation, and arbitration are not available to the teachers, they may

be faced with a choice between the board's final offer And a strike. It

was precisely to avoid this dilemma that many states established the
impasse resolution methods discussed above. Strikes nonetheless

continue to occur, even in those states that have compulsory arbitra-

tion. Some people conclude that these strikes are proof of flaws in
the impasse resolution machinery. While research is not conclusive,
preVinary findings suggest that fact-finding, mediation, and arbi-

tration do reduce the number of teacher strikes. Thus, although it is

true that a strike means that the parties were unable to settle within
the establikhed impasse resolution channels, it does not always
follotv that such channels are of no value.

Teache; strikes are illegal in most stares. It is clear that public
employees have no constitutional right to strike. In order to have a

legal strike, therefore, the legislature has'to grant that right by
statute., Most states, however, have expressly forbidden public
employees, including teachers, from striking. A ft w states allow

some public employees to strike but only after certain conditions are

. met. Teachers, along with policemen and firemen, are sometimes
excluded from these right-to-strike laws on the'grounds that a strike
by them wouldthreaten public safety. Nonetheless, some states have

legalized strikes by leachers,wand some commentators have
discerned a movement in this direction by other states.

When teachers illegally strike, there are a number of sanctions

that can be applied to them: A school board faced with an illegal

strike will &ten obtain a court injunction against it. If the teachers
disobey the injunction, then the court can impose a variety of
penalties: T4he union leaders can be fined and even jailed until they

order the teachers back to work. A Massachusetts judge recently en-
joined a teacher strike, and when the injunction was ignored he
fined the union leaders $30b a day and forbade the union from
paying the fine for the leaders. The judge also fined each striking
teacher and levied a daily fine on the uniona.Thousands of dollars in

N
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fines were incurred by the teachersbefore the strike finally ended. In
another recent case, it Wisconsin; the state supreme court lifted a
daily fine imposed by a lower court on certain striking teachers who
did not have advance personal notification of the fine (Joint School
District v, WisFonsin Rapids Education'Association (1975)]. In a re-
lated Wisconsin case, the state Supreme court held that a state law
that limits fines against striking publit'employees to $10 a day does
not preclude a separate fine against the union. However, the fine
against the union must be limited to a total of $250 unless the lower
court specifically found that a larger floe was necessary to enforce its
injunction (Kenosha Unified School District v. Kenosha Education
Association (1975)]. Before we leave4hes'ubject of court injunction,
it should be noted that-the school board isn't the only party that can
seek an injunction. In Florida, when a school board being struck by
teachers didn't seek an injunction, the state. PERB went into court
and. obtained ape. The teaChers-challenged the PERB's authbrity to
do this, and the state court of appeals found that the PERB had,acted
within the scope of its authority. To find otherwise, according to the
court, would 'allow a school board, by failing to act, to nullify the
state's law against teacher strikes [BrOward County Classroom
Teachers Association v. Public. Employee Relations.Commission -
(1976)]. ,

In 'addition to fines and pilings, teachers engaged in illegal
strikes risk being fired. School boards in large cities are reluctarit,to
take this tack, because of the obvious difficulty in replacing a faculty
numbering in the thousands. Mass firings, however, have been
carried out in some smaller school districts. In fact, a recent U.S.
Supreme Court decision dealt with this very issue. Striking teachers
in Hortonville, Wisconsin, were notified by mail of their discharge,
but were virtually promised their jobs.back if they .reapplied. Otie
teacher returned to work, but over 80 remained on strike.The teach-
ers challenged the firings in court on the grounds that the board
lacked sufficient impartiality, because of its involvement ituaro-
tracted negotiations with the teachers anion, to discipline the
striking teachers. The teachers based their argument on a 1972 U.S.
Supreme Court decision holding that a former prisoner's parole
could be revoked only after he waiVv4n an initial hearing before
.someone not involved in his case. The Supreme Court rejected the
teachers' argument. It held that unless the teachers could show that
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the school board was motivated by financial impropriety or personal

animosity the board could not be disqualified by federat courts from

its statutory responsibility to appoint and discharge teachers. [Hor-

tonville 'Joint School District v. Hortonville Educatioii Association

(1976)].
In concluding this chapter on imivse resolution, I must note that

a bargaining deddlock isalways possible whenenr two parties enter

into negotiations. The methods that have been devised in some

states to deal with impassesfact-finding, mediation, and arbitra-

tionare not perfect, in the sense that they don't resolve every

,
dispute and strikes still result. But no one ever claimed that these

methods could resolve every dispute. The proper response to this

state of affairs is not to throw one's hands in the air and proclaim the

futility of impasse resolution. For those who believe that strikes

usually benefit no one, including the teachers, the proper response

is to seek refinement of the methods for the orderly settlement of

collective bargaining disputes.

0
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Grievance Procedures
1

. I n a narrow sense, collective bargaining ends when the contract is

ratified by both the facility and the school board. But a complete dis-
cussion of collective bargaining should include slime reference to
mechanisms established for teachers to enforce the provisions of the
contract after it has been ratified. Theoretically,of coursethere
should be np need for such mechanisms, because the courts of every
state are,empowered to remedy breaches of contract. But because of
the cost and delay of litigation, alternative methods for, the

TheseTe- altern ye methods, usually_,called grievance procedures, are
adjudicatiorIX alleged contract violations have been developed.

intended to be quicker, simpler, and much less costly than private
litigation. Often grievance procedures are incorporated in the
teacher/board ,contract, sometimes in grear:cletail.

Grievance procedures normally involve a series of steps. First
t re may be a requirement that the teacher bring the grievance to.

e attention of a supervisor who will try to achieve informal
solutiop. If this fails, the teacher can form'ally file the grievance
th the union, which will attempt to gain satisfaction at a higher

management level. If this also fails, there may be a provision for
appeal.of the grievance to the superintendent or to the school
board. If the teacher is dissatisfied with management's final decision
pn the grievance, many contracts provide fo binding arbitration. Al-
though teachers were not singled out in the tudy, it is interesting to
note that a U.S. Department.of Labor bullet reported that about
80% of all the contracts governing state-and loc I employees contain
grievance procedures with a provision for binding arbitration.

This type of,arbitratiOn is not to be corifused with the arbitration
,40. of bargaining impasses discussed in the previous chapteL-We are /
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talkin here about arbitration to determine whether the school
manage ent has violated terms of the contract. While the same per-
son mig ct as an arbitrator in both situations, the purposes and
techniques of bargaining impasse arbitration differ significantly from
grievance arbitration. In the former the arbitrator must determine
the provisions of a contract while in the latter he Must interpret the
contract as it applies to a specific factual situation.

Although arbitration of grievances is usually intended to be
binding on both parties, thereby precluding court review of the

`"? arbitrator's deOion, as a practical matter many grievances decided
by an arbitrator end up in court. For example, sch,clothoards might

-"A" chalkenge an, arbitrator's decision on the grounds that the contract
did not give the arbitrator jurisdiction over the subject matter of the
grievance. Or the school board might argue that the arbifrator had
no jurisdiction over the grievance because it had not been filed
within the specified time limits. The school board might also assert
that an arbitrator has no authority to review the board's decision to
rescind an illegal contract provision. Each of these legal approaches
has been utilizeck with varying success by' schod-boards unhappy
with a purportedly binding grievance arbitration decision

Similarly, teachers have devised methods'to gain a court chal-
° lenge of arbitration decisions. One es illustrated by the Belanger case

discussed earlier in this fastback in connection with the duty of fair
representation. In that case the teacher was able to get a court to
review the merits of an arbitrator's decision, becatise.the teacher
arglidd that in pursuing another teacher's grievance the union
violated its duty to represent fairly all teachers in the bargaining unit

nother avenue for gaining review of an arbitrator's decision is
o 1r; ced when the grievance concerns an issue that might arguably
fall 'thin the teacher's conSlitutional, or statutory rights. For
example, a woman, teacher might file a grievance alleging that a less
qualified man was promoted in violation of a contract provision
requiring promotions to be based on merit. If the teacher loses this
grievance before an arbitrator, shejstill may be able to go into court
or to an administrative agency to challenge the man's promotion on
the grounds of sex discrimination. The same may apply when a
teacher's grievance involves,freedom of speech or religion, or race
discrimination. , --

This is not meant to imply-that grievance procedures ending in
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binding arbitration are ineffective as a means of enforcing the
contract. On the contrary, there can be no doubt, in the mind of
anyone who has worked in a school system with a good grievance
procedure .that such prol.edurg are ..an essential comportent of.
contract administration. Without grievance procedures a strohg
contract might be worth little more than the paper on which it is
printed. But, with an adequate grievance mechanism, countless dis-
putes are resolved either informally or formally: This not only
ameliorates the festering discord that might result from inattention
to teachers' problems, it ink, also gite the teachers a healthy realiza-
tion that legitimate complaints Will be dealt with in, an equitable
manner. Thus, notwithstandings,the possibility that some teachers
dissatisfied with a grievance decision Will file lawsuits, school boards
might be well advised to view grievance procedures as a positive
element in the administration of the schools.
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Some Concluding Remarks'

A.I m o st nothing has been said thus far in this fastback about the

impact, if any, of collective bargaining on the quality of education in

the,public schools. This is an issue that should be addressed eyery

time public.policy affecting the schools is discussed. Accordingly,

some of the aqual and imagined impact of colledive bargaining on

the quality of education will be highlighted in these brief concluding

reniarks.
There arc those who can persuasively argue that collective

bargaining has had a decidedly detrimental effect on the schbols.

The, assert that the collective bargaining movement for teachers has

bred a trade union mentality instead of a professional dedication to

teaching. The sideeffects of this mentality, according to this position,

result in an "I won't do it for nothing" attitude about responsibilities,

a preo&upatioti with union business, and selfish disregard for the

public and the school children. Moreover, we are told that collec-

tive bargaining inevitably fragments and polarizes the individual§

and groupswho should be working cooperatively to provide a

decent education. For example, it seems to pit teachers against ad-

ministrators, union against nonunion teachers, and one teachers

union against another. To state it differently, relationships that

should be congenial have become adversarial. Finally those arguing

this position point /Out tKat collective bargaining has the effect of

eroding public support for education. When the public sees teach-

. ers pi&eting school systems, lobbying legislatures, and endorsing

candidates, seemingly just to increase the teachers' cut of the pie, it

darnPens public enthusiasm for a sarong financial Commitment to

eddFatiqn. This eventually will be reflected in the qualityof educa-.,

tion received by the youngsters in the community. r
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As always, however; there is a difference of opinion. Teacher
unionists will quickly point out that collective bargaining has in the
past' and will continue_ irrthe future to have important beneficial
consequences. foe education They document this claim by citing
provisions in contracts across the nation that establish limits on class
size and teaching loads, prohibit school systems from assigning
teachers to handle courses outside their areas of certification, and
give teachers an important-Noice in 'curriculum development. They
also might note the More Effective Schools (MES) program,
pioneered by the New York City teachers union, whereby ghetto
students were given a greatly enriched educational experience in'
imrticular scliopls Additionally, as mentioned earlier, teachers
unions are seeking to further their concept of quality instruction by
bargaining for contractual provisions to control the disruptive pupil
problem. In' short, teacher unionists will argue that rather than
detracting frOm quality education, collective bargaining has been a
crucial factor in efforts to improye the schools.

While this debate 'may run on (although .probably with less
intensity than 10 years ago), it is realistic to recognize that collective
bargaining fOr teachers is a fact of life in education today and will be
at least for the immediate future. This is not to say, howevef, that
dramatic events may not be on the horizon The long-discussed
merger 9f the NEA and the AFT may become'a reality in the years
ahead and hav,e a significant effect.on the conduct of collective bar-
gaining The passage of a federal statute governing the labOr rela-
tions of state and local employees could also have far-reaching
ramifications for collective bargaining in the schools. Yet, while the
rules may change and the characters may adopt different organiza-,
tional patterns, the schools will continue to reflect the weaknesses
and strengths of our society If the society, as a-whole becomes more
hostile and loses its,ability to r solve disputes voluntarily, this will
inevitably be Jeflectecrin labor elations in the schools. If, on the
other, 'hand, society rejects ransigence and confrontation as
behavioral models, labor r ations in education will evolve
accordingly.

Collective bargairimg is merelyoa process for reconciling the
cexpectations of two parties in order to arrive at a written contract. In
large measure, the marmer in which this reconciliation is carried out
depends on the. maturitcf. and tolerance of the participants. These
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r ' .
characteristics are not reated in isolation, they are the product, of

a

:
sociali2ation and education. If our society continues to value and
teach the peaceful and orderly resolution of conflict, that is the way
-collective bargaining will be conducted in public education In the

. final analysis, it boils down to settling differences of opinion. After all

has been said about statutes, court rulings, and the like, the hope
remains that 'teachers and school boards 6w settle their differences
of opinion with civility and with eyes focused on the quality of

education.
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